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was awakened to the elevating power of subterranean forces by a
remarkable phenomenon which happened in his own time, and which
had also been noticed by Vallisneri in his letters. A new island rose
in 1707 from deep water in the Gulf of Santorin in the Nediter
ranean, during continued shocks of an earthquake, and, increasing
rapidly in size, grew in less than a month to be half a mile in
circumference, and about twenty-five feet above high-water mark.
It was soon afterwards covered by volcanic ejections, but, when first
examined, it was found to be a white rock, bearing on its surface

living oysters and crustacea. In order to ridicule the various theories
then in vogue, Moro ingeniously supposes the arrival on this new
island of a party of naturalists ignorant of its recent origin. One

immediately points to the marine shells, as proofs of the universal

deluge; another argues that they demonstrate the former residence
of the sea upon the mountains; a third dismisses them as mere

sports of nature; while a fourth affirms, that they were born and
nourished within the rock in ancient caverns, into which salt water
had been raised in the shape of vapour by the action of subterranean
heat.

Moro pointed with great judgment to thefaults and dislocations of
the strata described by Vailisneri, in the Alps and other chains, in
confirmation of his doctrine, that the continents had been heaved up
by subterranean movements. He objected, on solid grounds, to the

hypothesis of Burnet and of Woodward; yet he ventured so far to

disregard the protest of Vallisneri, as to undertake the adaptation of

every part of his own system to the Mosaic account of the creation.
On the third day, he said, the globe was every where covered to the
same depth by fresh water; and when it pleased the Supreme Being
that the dry land should appear, volcanic explosions broke up the
smooth and regular surface of the earth composed of primary rocks.
These rose in mountain masses above the waves, and allowed melted
metals and salts to ascend through fissures. The sea gradually
acquired its saltness from volcanic exhalations, and, while it became
more circumscribed in area, increased in depth. Sand and ashes
ejected by volcanos were regularly disposed along the bottom of the
ocean, and formed the secondary strata, which in their turn were
lifted up by earthquakes. We need not follow this author in tracing
the progress of the creation of vegetables and animals on the other
days of creation; but, upon the whole, it may be remarked, that few
of the old cosmological theories had been conceived with so little
violation of known analogies.

Generelli's illustrations of .llforo, 1749. The style of Moro was

extremely prolix, and, like 1-lutton, who, at a later period, advanced
many of the same views, he stood in need of an illustrator. The
Scotch geologist was hardly more fortunate in the advocacy of

Playfair, than was Moro in numbering amongst his admirers Cirillo

Writings, for they had not been translated. Woodward, we may presume that he did
As he always refers to the Latin edition not read English.of Burnet, and a French translation of
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